Trump has also pointed out his friendship with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and the fact he recorded a video endorsement for Netanyahu during the 2013 Israeli election.

Trump owns real estate throughout the U.S. and overseas, but his plans to build Israel’s tallest building in Tel Aviv about a decade ago were never realized and he has sold the site, according to Israeli media reports.

Although Trump boasted that he has received “many of the greatest awards given by Israel,” the State of Israel has never given him an award. Yet when Trump showed off his office wall to the Business Insider earlier this year, he pointed with pride to the Tree of Life award presented to him in 1983 by the Jewish National Fund’s New York City real estate committee. It is the organization’s second highest award.

“It means so much to me,” Trump once told the Washington Post. “A lot of times I’ll have friends of mine come in [who are] Jewish and they’ll see the Tree of Life, and they’ll say, ‘Wow, what a great thing.’”

A JNF spokesman said the award was presented for “his outstanding service and contribution to the Jewish people and/or the State of Israel.”

Although the recipient of the award does not have to be a JNF donor, the spokesman said Trump “has been a generous, dedicated contributor to JNF over the years.”

In addition to being honored by JNF, Trump was recognized in 2000 by UJA-Federation of New York’s Hospitality Division for being an industry leader. He received the Hotel and Real Estate Visionary of the Century Award. Trump gave the organization a $25,000 donation in 2012 and another $15,000 in 2014.

Trump gave a $10,000 donation to the Museum of Jewish Heritage in 2003, according to spokeswoman Lisa Safir, and a gift in 2012 for general operating expenses amounting to $100,000, an amount which puts Trump’s name on the museum’s wall of contributors.

Trump pledged in 2014 to donate more than $100,000 to the Israeli emergency rescue service, United Hatzalah, for the purchase of four ambulances that each cost $26,000, according to the Algemeiner Journal.

He has also been a regular contributor to Friends of the Israel Defense Forces, according to a spokesman for the group, although he would not specify how much he’s given. Trump’s son-in-law, Jared Kushner, is a member of that organization’s national board.

In 2014, Trump donated $3,750 to the Institute for Jewish Humanities; $5,000 to the Jewish Community Relations Council of New York when it honored Stephen Siegel, chairman of Global Brokerage at CBRE; $2,500 to the Gurnwin Jewish Geriatric Center in Commack, L.I.; and $18,000 to the American Friends of the Jaffa Institute, a nonprofit child welfare agency in Israel.

In his Algemeiner acceptance speech, Trump noted that he had a “Jewish daughter — this wasn’t the plan, but I’m very glad it happened.” He said also: “We love Israel. We will fight for Israel 100 percent, 1,000 percent. It will be there forever.”